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You

I turn every corner like their after me
Dawning negativity
But I see, their master plan and I disagree, I disagree, I
disagree
They want to take thee
To a place see, they can't make me, I have the key
No option B, you see you see?
They bring you to a all time low
A place you don't want to know
I know your itching for more
But it's what they have in store
For you when you turn in
You'll be worn thin
Your deadly sin
Right into a dead end

All we want is you
All they want is me

Their phony grin
Your evil twin
Coming from within

Sparked by the midnight hour
Ignited by the time
Just when you close your eyes
That's when they hit their prime

They find their way through my headphones
They just won't leave me alone
They feel empowered, they get to me, they get to me,
they get to me
But not as they wanted
They leave me feeling haunted
They're here right now, right next to me, right next to
me

Conclude auditory hallucinations
Paracusia nation
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They think otherwise
They're are here in disguise
Stay alert
Just don't look them straight in the eyes

All we want is you
All they want is me

Their phony grin
Your evil twin
Coming from within

Sparked by the midnight hour
Ignited by the time
Just when you close your eyes
That's when they hit their prime

They want you
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